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Abstract 
A quorum svstrm is a collection of sets (quorums) every two of which intersect. Quorum 
systems have been used for many applications in the area of distributed systems, including mutual 
exclusion, data replication and dissemination of information. 
Crumbling walls are a general class of quorum systems. The elements (processors) of a wall 
are logically arranged in ~0~;s of varying G&s. A quorum in a wall is the union of one full 
row and a representative from every row below the full row. This class considerably generalizes 
a number of known quorum system constructions. 
In this paper we study the availability of crumbling wall quorum systems. We show that if the 
row width is bounded, or if the number of rows is bounded, then the wall’s failure probability 
Fp does not vanish as the number of elements tends LO infinity (i.e., F, is not Condorcet). If the 
wall may grow in both the row number and row width. we show that the behavior depends on 
the rutt’ of growth of the row width. We establish a sharp threshold rate: when the row width 
n, < 1 log2 2i] then Lj is Condorcet, and when n, 3 ( I + E) log, i then 5 is not Condorcet. 
1. Introduction 
I. 1. Motication 
QL~OYLUH systems serve as a basic tool providing a uniform and reliable way to 
achieve coordination between processors in a distributed system. Quorum systems are 
defined as follows. A se1 system is a collection of sets Y = {Sl,. . . ,S,} over an 
underlying universe U = (~1,. . . , u,}. A set system is said to satisfy the intersection 
property, if every two sets S, R E Y have a nonempty intersection. Set systems with 
the intersection property are known as quorum sljsterns, and the sets in such a system 
are called quorums. 
” An extended abstract of this work has appeared in the 14’th ACM Symp. Princip. of Dist. Comp., 1995. 
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Fig. 1. The crumbling wall CW (1,5,4,4,6,5,3,4), with one quorum shaded. 
Quorum systems have been used in the study of distributed control and manage- 
ment problems such as mutual exclusion (cf. [26]), data replication protocols (cf. 
[5, lo]), name seruers (cf. [IS]), selective dissemination of information (cf. [29]), and 
distributed access control and signatures (cf. [21]). 
A protocol template based on quorum systems works as follows. In order to perform 
some action (e.g., update the database, enter a critical section), the user selects a 
quorum and uccesses all its elements. The intersection property then guarantees that 
the user will have a consistent view of the current state of the system. For example, 
if all the members of a certain quorum give the user permission to enter the critical 
section, then any other user trying to enter the critical section before the first user 
has exited (and released the permission-granting quorum from its lock) will be refused 
permission by at least one member of any quorum it chooses to access. 
A well-studied measure of the quality of a quorum system is its Availability. As- 
suming that each element fails with probability p, what is the probability, FP, that the 
surviving elements do not contain any quorum? This failure probability measures how 
resilient the system is, and we would like FP to be as small as possible. A desirable 
asymptotic behavior of FP is that FP +Owhenn+coforallp<~,andsuchanFp 
is called Condorcet, after [4]. 
The Crumbling Walls class of quorum system constructions was introduced in [23]. 
The construction is defined as follows. The elements are arranged in rows, and a 
quorum is the union of one full row and a single representative from every row below 
the full row. No restriction is placed on the row widths, and the “wall” is allowed to 
crumble at its edge (see Fig. 1). Formally, 
Definition 1.1 (Crumbling wall). Let n = (nl , . . . ,nd) be such that Cf=, ni = n. Let 
Ur,. . , ud be nonempty disjoint subsets of the universe U with 1 Uil = ni. Then 
CW(n) = {su{ul+I,.. . Ud}: UjEUj for j=i+ l,..., d 
> 
is the crumbling wall defined by II. The set U, is called the ith row and ni is its width. 
Crumbling walls generalize a number of known quorum system constructions, in- 
cluding: (i) The singleton system Sngl, which is a trivial wall with n = (1). (ii) The 
Wheel [17, 221, which is the wall defined by II = (1,n - 1). (iii) The Grid of [3], 
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which is a wall defined by n = (d,d,. ..,d),’ and the hollow grids of [14] which can 
be represented similarly. (iv) The triangular system t1.5, 71, denoted by Triang, which 
is a wall defined by it = (1,2,. , d). (v) The Lovasz coteries of [ 191, which are walls 
with ni = 1 and n, >, 2 for all i 3 2. 
Special emphasis is given in [23] to the CWlog system, which is a wall with row 
width II, = ilg2il. 3 It is shown that CWlog has many advantageous properties, such 
as log-sized quorums and low load. Calculations demonstrate that CWlog has high 
availability for small systems, with n < 100. 
In this paper we study the availability of crumbling walls systems. Our emphasis is 
on the asymptotic behavior of the failure probability Fp, and in particular we investi- 
gate when Fp is or is not Condorcet. The asymptotic availability of the Sngl, Triang, 
Grid and Wheel crumbling walls has been analyzed in [13, 24, 221. All four of these 
constructions share the property that their failure probabilities are not Condorcet, i.e., 
when II increases, Fp does not vanish when p < i. Therefore, it is somewhat surprising 
that this is not true for all wall families. Specifically, we prove that the CWlog wall 
has a failure probability that is Condorcet. 
The first distributed control protocols using quorum systems [28, 91 use toting to 
define the quorums. Each processor has a number of votes, and a quorum is any set 
of processors with a combined number of votes exceeding half of the system’s total 
number of votes. The simple majority system is the most obvious voting system. 
The availability of voting systems is studied in [2]. It is shown that in terms of 
availability, the majority is the best quorum system when p < i. In [22, 61 the failure 
probability function Fp is characterized, and among other things it is shown that the 
singleton has the best availability when p > i. The case when the elements fail with 
different probabilities p2, all less than I, is addressed in [27]. 
The first paper to explicitly consider mutual exclusion protocols in the context of 
intersecting set systems is [8]. In this work the term coterie and the concept of doomina- 
tion are introduced. Several basic properties of dominated and non-dominated coteries 
are proved. 
Alternative protocols based on quorum systems (rather than on voting) appear in 
[16] (using finite projective planes), [I] (the Tree system), [3, 141 (using a grid), 
[12, 13, 25, 241 (hierarchical systems). The triangular system is due to [15, 71. A gen- 
eralization of the triangular system appears in [19] under the name Lovasz coteries. 
The Wheel system appears in [17]. 
In [l 11, the question of how evenly balanced the work load can be is studied. Trade- 
offs between the potential load balancing of a system and its average load are obtained. 
*Usually, a quorum in a Grid is one full row and a representative in evrr~ other row. Our somewhat 
improved variant, in which representatives are required only helm the full row, has smaller quorums and 
dominates the regular Grid. 
3 We use Ig to denote log, and In to denote log,. 
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The notion of load is studied further in [20]. Lower bounds on the load and tradeoffs 
between the load and availability are shown. Four quorum system constructions are 
shown, featuring optimal load and high availability. 
1.3. Contents 
In this paper we analyze the asymptotic behavior of the failure probability of crum- 
bling walls. Since the wall system over a universe of size n is not unique, we have 
some freedom in choosing the way the construction scales up as n increases. We show 
that if the row width is bounded, or if the number of rows is bounded, then FP is not 
Condorcet. If the wall may grow in both the row number and row width, we show 
that the behavior depends on the rate of growth of the row width. We establish a 
sharp threshold rate: when the row width Hi < llg2iJ then FP is Condorcet, and when 
nj 3 (1 + e) lg i then FP is not Condorcet. An important part of the analysis is a proof 
that the CWlog system has a Condorcet failure probability. Moreover, our results show 
that the CWlog system is essentially the only high availability crumbling wall. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the definitions 
and notation, and list some useful theorems. In Section 3 we specify the assumptions 
we make on the structure of the walls, and prove some immediate consequences. In 
Section 4 we deal with bounded walls. In Section 5 we consider “thick” walls, with 
row width nj 3 (1 + E) lg i. In Section 6 we consider “thin” walls that have row widths 
of ni < [lg2i] (with some minor restrictions to be defined later on). In particular, we 
prove that the CWlog system has Condorcet failure probability. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Definitions and notation 
Let us first define the basic terminology used later on. 
Definition 2.1. A Set System 9 = {Sl,. . , Sm} is a collection of subsets Si & U of 
a finite universe U. A Quorum System is a set system Y that has the Intersection 
property: S n R # 0 for all S, R E Y. 
Alternatively, quorum systems are known as intersecting set systems or as intersect- 
ing hypergraphs. The sets of the system are called quorums. The number of elements 
in the underlying universe is denoted by n = ) U I. 
Definition 2.2. A Coterie is a quorum system Y that has the Minimality property. 
there are no S, R E Y, s.t. S CR. 
Definition 2.3. Let W,Y be coteries (over the same universe U). Then &? dominates 
Y, denoted .!ZiY >- 9, if 9 # Y and for each SE Y there is R E 9 such that R C S. 
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A coterie .Y is called dominated if there exists a coterie .% such that :% > Y. If no 
such coterie exists then Y is non-dominated (ND). Let NDC denote the class of all 
ND coteries. 
The following proposition of [ 19, 231 shows that the Lovisz coteries of [ 191 are the 
only ND walls constructions. 
Proposition 2.4. CW(n) E NDC @nr = 1 and n, > 2 &jr ull 2 d i < d. 
2.2. The probabilistic JLilure model 
We use a simple probabilistic model of the failures in the system. We assume that 
the elements (processors) fail independently with a fixed uniform probability p. We 
assume that the failures are transient, that the failures are crash failures (i.e., a failed 
element stops to function rather than function incorrectly), and that they are detectable. 
Notation. We use q = 1 - p to denote the probability of an element survival. 
Definition 2.5. For every quorum SE Y let 8s be the event that Y is hit, i.e., at least 
one element i E S has failed. Let fiil(.Y) be the event that all the quorums S E .4u were 
hit, i.e., j%/(Y) = n,,:f 8~. 
We can now define the global system failure probability of a quorum system .Y as 
follows. 
Definition 2.6. F,( Y’> = P(fail(9)) = P( OS, y 6s >. 
The following theorems of [22] describe some properties of the failure probability 4). 
Theorem 2.7. A coterie Y is ND if F1.2(9’) = i 
Theorem 2.8 (Symmetry). For any Y E NDC, f$(Y) + Ft ~ P(.Y) = 1 
Proposition 2.9. F,(Y) is strictly increusing with p $M every quorum system .V. 
When we consider the asymptotic behavior of FP(Y,,) for a sequence ,Y’, of quorum 
systems over a universe with an increasing size n, we find that for many constructions 
it is similar to the behavior described by the Condorcet Jury Theorem [4]. Hence, the 
following definition of [22]. 
Definition 2.10. A parameterized family of functions yp(n) : N + 10, 11, for p E [0, I], 
is said to be Condorcet if 
lim gp(n) = 
{ 
0, PC ;, 
n-30 1, P > ;, 
and q,:z(n) = i for all n. 
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Below we list some of the basic results of [23] which we need in the asymptotic 
analysis. These results give formulas for the failure probability of a crumbling wall, 
and show that walls with monotone increasing row widths have the best availability 
among all the row permutations. 
Notation. Let F,(i) denote E$ of the subwall of the top i rows of CW(n) 
Fact 2.11 (Peleg and Wool [23]). Let CW(n) be given. Then the subwall failure 
probability FP(i) obeys the recurrence 
F,(l) = 1 -q”‘, 
G(i) =p”‘+(l-p”‘-q”‘)F,(i-l), i>l. 
Fact 2.12 (Peleg and Wool [23]). The failure probability of a wall CW(n) on d rows 
with nl = 1 is 
F,(CW(n)) = & p”’ fi (1 - pn’ - 4”‘). 
i=l j=i+l 
Proposition 2.13 (Peleg and Wool [23]). Out of all the walls dejned by some per- 
mutation of (nl,. ..,nd), the wall with the minimalfailure probability when 0 < p < i 
has its rows in a monotone non-decreasing order of widths. 
3. Basic Properties 
3.1. Assumptions 
Since the wall system over a universe of size n is not unique, analyzing its asymptotic 
behavior requires us to restrict ourselves to some specific subclasses of walls. 
Denote an infinite sequence of walls by (WI, W2,. . .) where W, = CW(n\, ni, . . . , nit). 
In light of Propositions 2.4 and 2.13, we require the sequence (W,) to obey the fol- 
lowing assumptions. 
Assumption 3.1. All the walls W, in the sequence are Lou&z coteries dejked by 
non-decreasing width sequences, i.e., 1 = nt < ni d . < nt,. 
Assumption 3.2. Rows do not “shrink” in width, i.e., once row i reaches a width nf 
in W,, the t-th wall of the sequence, then n:’ 2 n: for all t’ > t. Note that this implies 
that the universal size n = C$, nf increases with t. 
In most of the analysis we also require the sequence to obey the following restriction. 
Assumption 3.3. Rows neither “shrink” nor “expand”, i.e., once row i exists in W,, 
then nf’ = nf for all t’ > t. 
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Note that whenever Assumption 3.3 holds, we may drop the superscript and speak 
of ni, the width of row i, as it does not change with t. 
Unless otherwise noted, we require the sequence (IV,) to obey Assumptions 3.1-3.3. 
In particular, we assume that the ith row has the same width ni in all the walls IV, that 
have at least i rows. Therefore, when every wall W, has d, = t rows then the sequence 
of walls (W,) is fully characterized by the sequence of numbers (ni). This is formalized 
through the following notation, used to describe the class of infinite families of walls 
we are interested in. 
Notation. An infinite sequence of integers (ni) is called a standurd sequence if it is 
non-decreasing, with n I= 1 and n, >, 2 for all i > 1. Let #I denote the prefix n 1, , I?~! 
of the sequence, and let CW(#]) be the wall with row widths nl . nd. 
The sequences we will be looking at throughout most of the paper are of the form 
(w, ) = cw(d”‘). 
3.2. Adding roM>s improves the availability 
The following lemma sets a bound on I;;, of a wall with d - 1 rows in terms of the 
width of the next row, i.e., the row that appears in CW(nLd]) but not in CW@ZL’~-‘I). 
This lemma allows us to prove (in Proposition 3.5) that adding rows at the bottom 
improves the availability, and is also useful later on. 
Lemma 3.4. Let (ni) be a standard sequence. Jf’O < p < i and d 3 2 then 
F,(cwn’d-“)) > pn,,yqn<, . 
Proof. As in Fact 2.11, let F,(d) denote Fp(CW(n[d])). We prove the claim by in- 
duction on d. For the induction base (d = 2) we need to show that G( 1) = p > 
p”/(p”: + qn2). Note that the function p”/(p” + q’) is strictly decreasing with x 
when p < i < q, so we can assume that n2 = 2. A simple check shows that indeed 
p > p2/(p2 + q2) when 0 < p < i. 
For the inductive step, assume the claim holds up to d - 1. Then using Fact 2.11, 
F,(d) = pnC’ + (1 - pn” - q”“)$(d - 1) 
P 41 > pll” + ( 1 _ p”” _ q”” > f” 3 
P &ii I 
P”” + q”” = p”,/ + qw pn”+I + q”‘“’ 
The last step holds since &j+] > nd. 0 
Remark. We can bound F,(CW(n Ld- ‘I) ) in terms of n& 1 instead of nd by an almost 
identical proof. However, the inequality is not strict in this case, and therefore is less 
useful. 
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The next proposition shows that adding rows at the bottom improves the availability 
of the wall. 
Proposition 3.5. Let (ni) be a standard sequence. If 0 < p < i then F,(d) = 
&(CW@Z[~])) is a strictly decreasing sequence. 
Proof. We need to show that F,(d- 1) > F,(d) for d > 2. Using Fact 2.11 this amounts 
to showing that 
F,(d-l)>p”d+(l-p”d-q”“)F,(d-l), 
which is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.4. 0 
4. Bounded walls 
4.1. Walls with a bounded number of rows 
In this section we deal with wall families with a bounded number of rows. This is 
the only part of this paper where the wall sequence obeys Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 but 
not Assumption 3.3, and rows’ widths do in fact increase. The Wheel system [17, 221 
is an example of such a family, in which there are precisely 2 rows in every wall, 
and as the universe size increases so does the width of the second row. The following 
proposition characterizes the asymptotics of FP in this case. 
Proposition 4.1. Let (WI, W2,. . .), where W,=CW(nfi,n~, . . . ,a:,), be an infinitefamily 
of walls over universes of increasing size, such that the number of rows is bounded 
by a constant d. Then for any 0 < p < 1 there exists cP > 0 such that FP( W,) 3 cP 
for all su#kiently large t. In other words, l$( W,) is not Condorcet. 
Proof. Since we are concerned with asymptotics, we can truncate the sequence (W,) 
by dropping the prefix consisting of all the walls with less than d rows. Therefore, we 
can assume that all the walls have exactly d rows. By Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, there 
exists a number 1 d 8 d d - 1 such that the first L rows have bounded widths, and all 
the rows i > / have widths nj tending to infinity with t (a 3 1 since ni = 1 for all t). 
Again we can assume that rows 1,. . . , t have reached their final width (by truncating 
the sequence and dropping the prefix in which these widths have not yet been attained), 
and that the walls increase in width only in rows e + 1,. . . ,d. Let 9? = CW(ni,. . . ,ny) 
denote the (fixed) wall of the first / rows. Then by Fact 2.12, for any 0 < p < 1, 
&(Wc)=l$(@) fi(l-pnLq”i)+ 2 p”: fI(l-p”:-g”:) 
j=/+l i=/+1 j=i+l 
- Fp(W > 0, 
t-03 
since d is a constant, so the second term vanishes and the product in the first term 
tends to 1. The claim follows. •i 
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4.2. Walls with a bounded row width 
Next we analyze the case of a family of walls with an unbounded number of rows, 
but with a bounded row width. 
Proposition 4.2. Let (IQ) be a bounded standard sequence, and let k=maxj{ni}. Then 
&(CW(n’d’)) i _p” for any 0 < p < 1, so F,(CW(Adl)) is not Condorcet. 
d+x P +q 
Proof. By the premise the width k is reached, i.e., there exists a finite io such that 
n, = k for all i > io. To see immediately that Fp(CW(#l)) does not vanish, note that 
if d 2 io then Fp(CW(n[d])) > pk/(pk + qk) > 0 by Lemma 3.4. In fact, the bound is 
achieved asymptotically, since by Fact 2.12 
F,(CW(rP)) 
111 1,, 
=Cp”I n (1 -pnl -q”l)[(l -pk -qk)d-ic~]+pk & (1 -pk _qk)d-i 
i-l j=i+l i=rn+ I 
PP 
dirx) pk’ 
since the first sum vanishes and the second is a geometric series. 0 
5. Walls with super-logarithmic row widths 
In this section we consider walls with row widths that increase at a super-logarithmic 
rate, namely n, > (1 + E) lg i. The main claim in this section (Theorem 5.3) is that 
walls with super-logarithmic row widths do not have Condorcet failure probabilities. 
The Triang system [15, 71 is an example of a wall family with super-logarithmic row 
widths. 
We start by looking at the behavior of Fp for a fixed value of p. 
Lemma 5.1. Let (ni) be a standard sequence, and let 0 < p < 1 and E > 0 be yiaen. 
[f ni 3 (1 + E)logl,y i for all i then Fp(CW(n[dI)) 3 E’(P) for some E’(P) > 0. 
Proof. If all the rows are hit (namely, contain a failed element), then the system 
certainly fails. Therefore, 
F,(CW(n’dl)) 3 P( a rows are hit)=fi(l -q”;). 11 
i=l 
Note that the function e-“, for c > 1, crosses the function 1 -x twice, at x = 0 and at 
x = a for some 0 < c( < 1 that satisfies c = (l/r) In l/( 1 - x). Moreover, 1 - x 3 e-‘” 
in the range 0 < x < M. Setting r = q (the success probability), if c = (l/q) In (l/p) 
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then I - 4”’ > e-c4i” for all i > 1 since 0 < 4”’ < q. Therefore, 
and if ni > (1 + E)logllq i then q”’ d (l/i)‘+’ so the series converges and we are 
done. 0 
Recall that by Proposition 2.9, FP is an increasing function of p, so if FP does 
not vanish at p = /I then it does not vanish for any p > p either. Furthermore, by 
Theorem 2.7, FP does not vanish for p 3 i for any quorum system. Note also that 
Lemma 5.1 gives a different row width sequence for every p. Therefore, in the fol- 
lowing corollary we rephrase Lemma 5.1 by looking at a given sequence and giving 
conditions for FP not to vanish in the interesting range 0 < p < i. 
Corollary 5.2. Let E > 0 be given. Zf there exists 0 < fi < $ such that ni > (1 + E) 
log(,,(,_8jj i for all i, then Fp(CW(#])) does not vanish for p < p < 1. 
The following theorem shows that “thick” walls, with ni > (1 + E) lg i do not have 
a Condorcet failure probability. 
Theorem 5.3. Let E’ > 0 be given. Zf ni 3 (1 + E’) lg i for all i, then there exists 
6 > 0 such that Fp(CW(#])) d oes not vanish for p E [i - S, i), so Fp(CW(n[dl)) is 
not Condorcet. 
Proof. There exists 6 > 0 small enough that (1 + E’) lg(2/( 1 + 26)) > 1. For this 6, 
set E = (1 + E’)lg(2/1 + 26) - 1. Then for all i, 
?Zi 3 (1 +E’)lgi= 
lfe 
lg (2/l + 26) 
lgi=(l+E)log~i. 
Setting p = l - 6 and applying Corollary 5.2 completes the proof. 0 
Remark. A result stronger than Theorem 5.3 holds for “very thick” walls. In [22] it 
is shown that Fp(Triang) B p’/P for any 0 6 p < 1, so F,(Triang) does not vanish for 
any p # 0, rather than only near p = i. The proof works for any wall that is as thick 
as the Triang (i.e., ni 3 i). 
6. Walls with Sublogarithmic row widths 
We now prove that in contrast to all the other cases we have seen so far, FP of 
“thin” wall families is Condorcet. We start by showing in Theorem 6.1 that the CWlog 
system has a Condorcet failure probability, with F,(CWlog) = O((lgn/n)E) for some 
E = e(p) > 0 and for all 0 < p < i. This serves us in several ways. First it shows 
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that as we claimed before, CWlog has high asymptotic availability. Secondly, it shows 
that the logarithmic criterion in Theorem 5.3 is tight. Finally, our claim that Fp of wall 
families with n, d [lg2i] is Condorcet (Theorem 6.4) is proved by comparing some 
arbitrary wall to one that is known to have a Condorcet failure probability. For this 
we need the example of Theorem 6.1. 
Theorem 6.1. Consider the CWlog sj~stem on d mt’s, with 17; = ilg2i], und let x he 
such thut rx + lg( I/X) = 2 (x z 0.3099). Then 
I 
::‘g9> Q<p<x, 
F,(CWlog) < 2 &I ) p = % 
c, (j)(‘f(l!p)-‘), x < p < ;, 
Jbr some CI, C2, C3 that dePend only on p. Therefow, F,(CWlog) diX 0 ,fbr all 
0 < p < $, thus F,(CWlog) is Condorcet. 
Proof. By Fact 2.12, F,(d)=F,(CW(n[d]))=CP=,p”,n:=i+, (1 -p”j -qf’;). We first 
estimate the product. Since 1 - x < eP”, 
d 
n( 
i=i+ I 
(1) 
By the definition, n, < lgj + 1, therefore 4”” > q( 1 /j) ‘g(“q). Note that lg(l/q) < I when 
q > f . Therefore, 
-& 4”’ 3 q 2 ( f)'gc'i9) > q 2 (;  
/=,+I j=l+l /=i+ I 
‘~ dx 
39 s - = q(ln(d + 1) ~- In(i + I)), x+1 
I 
e- c:‘,,,, 4” G e-q(Wd+l )-Mi+l)) _ it1 ’ 4 > __ d+l . (2) 
Using (1) and (2) we obtain that 
(3) 
Since n, > lg i, p”~ < (I/i) ‘g(l’p) Note that lg( l/p) > I when p < i. Substituting this 
into (3) we get 
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Denote y = lg(l/p) - q. Then y = 1 when p = a z 0.3099. We observe three cases: 
l y > 1, thus Cf=, (l/i)? < Ci and F,(d) < Ci (2/(d + l))q, 
07 = 1, thus Cf=, (l/i)’ = O(logd) and F,(d) < Czlogd/dq, 
l 1 - q < y < 1, thus Cf=, (l/i)’ < 1 + J,‘dx/xy = O(d’--y) and F,(d) < C3d1--Y-q, 
for some Ci, CZ, Cs that depend only on p. 0 
Remark. The proof holds with minor modifications when Q = Llg(ci)J for any constant 
c. However, note that if c 3 4 then ni > 1, so the wall is dominated (by Proposi- 
tion 2.4). 
We can now proceed to prove that “thin” walls (i.e., IZ < Llg2iJ) have Condorcet 
failure probabilities. We cannot expect all the walls with sublogarithmic row widths 
to have a Condorcet FP, since by Proposition 4.2, FP of a bounded width wall is not 
Condorcet. Instead we prove that FP is Condorcet for any wall in which each width k 
appears in at least 2k-’ consecutive rows, and the width increases by at most 1 from 
row to row. Clearly these walls have sublogarithmic row widths. To prove this result 
(Theorem 6.4) we need some definitions and a technical lemma. 
Since we are only interested in sequences (ni) that grow more slowly than ni = i, we 
can assume that Q goes over all the integers, by increments of at most 1. Therefore 
the sequence (ai) can be grouped into blocks Bj such that ni =j for all i in block Bj. 
Instead of looking at CW(&]) for all values of d, we restrict our attention first to 
the subsequence of walls in which the last block of widths is full, i.e., nd = k but 
already nd+l = k + 1 for some k. 
Definition 6.2. Let (nj) be a standard sequence with ni < ni+i < ni + 1 for all i. Let 
mj denote the length of the jth block (i.e., the number of times the value j appears in 
the sequence). Let dk = c:=, mj be the length of the sequence prefix till the end of 
the kth block. Let 
F(dk) = F,(CW(n ‘d”‘))=Fp(CW(1,2,2 . . . . 3,3 . . . . k,k ,..., k)) 
denote the failure probability of the wall ending with a complete last block (i.e., the 
last mk rows are of width k). 
The following lemma compares the failure probabilities of walls at the ends of 
corresponding blocks. 
Lemma 6.3. Let (ni) and (nj) be two sequences as in De$nition 6.2, with block 
lengths mj (m(, resp.), and failure probabilities at block ends F(dk) (F’(dL) resp.). rf 
mi>mjfor ldj<k thenF’(d~)dF(dk)forallO<p<~. 
Proof. We use induction on the block number, k. For the induction base, note that by 
the definition dl = d{ = 1 so F’(d{) = F(dl) = p. 
Assume the claim holds up to k - 1. Note that the last rn; rows of CW(n[dil) are of 
width k. Therefore, by applying the recurrence of Fact 2.11 rn: times, and using the 
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formula for a finite geometric series, we get that 
F’#J=(l -pk-qk)m;F’(d;_,)+ ++I1 - (1 - pk - #)“:I. (5) 
Let ;’ = ( 1 - pk - qk ). We need to show that 
y”‘;F’(d;_,) + $$(I - y”‘) 6 F(dk). 
Using the induction hypothesis on the left-hand side and expanding the right-hand side 
in the same manner as in (5), it suffices to show that 
which is equivalent to showing that 
(6) 
By the premise rn: 3 mk. If rn: = mk, we are done. Otherwise 7”” - 1;“; > 0, so (6) 
turns into F(dk_i) 3 pk/(pk + qk). This holds by Lemma 3.4, since dk-l is the last 
row with width k - 1. 0 
Now we can proceed to prove that slow-growth crumbling wall families have failure 
probabilities that are Condorcet. 
Theorem 6.4. Let (ni) be a sequence us in Dejinition 6.2, with block lenyths m, 
and block ends at dk. If mj 3 2j-’ ,for all j then F(d) = F,(CW(nldl)) + 0 j&r 
d+x 
0 < p < $, thus CW(nldl) has a Condorcet failure probability. 
Proof. Let (n^j) denote the CWlog wall, i.e., fil = jig 2il, with block lengths &i and 
block ends at 2,. Let F(d) = Fp(CW(riIdl)) denote the failure probability of CWlog. 
Clearly 2, = 2./-‘. 
Consider F(d) at block ends, in comparison to CWlog. By the premise, m, 3 rfi, for 
all j. Therefore by Lemma 6.3, F(dk) 6 p(Jk) for all k. By Theorem 6.1 p(d) dz 
0 for all 0 < p < $, so F(dk) + 0 as well. So far we have shown that FTd) 
has a vanishing subsequence. Hokwger F(d) is bounded and strictly decreasing by 
Proposition 3.5, so it has a unique limit, i.e., limd,, F(d) = limk_+= F(d,+) = 0. 0 
Remarks. (a) The requirement m, 3 2J-’ for all j implies that the row width n, is 
unbounded (otherwise, if ni < k’ for all i then the sequence never reaches the value 
k’ + 1 so mk’;i = 0). This is as expected in view of Proposition 4.2. 
(b) It is easy to see that any sequence (Q) that fills the conditions of Theorem 6.4 
is “thinner” than CWlog, i.e., n; < jlg2iJ for all i. 
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